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 by Do u remember   

Multisala Giorgione 

"Great Cinema"

Seat back, relax, and enjoy a film at Multisala Giorgione. The movie

theater has comfortable seats and a top notch sound system. Multisala

Giorgione is also known for showing independent, foreign and artistic

movies.

 +39 041 522 6298  4612 Sestiere Cannaregio, Veneza

 by ToastyKen   

Cinema Astra Multisala 

"Movies Galore!"

After an exciting day of cruising in gondolas comes to an end, Venice

offers you yet another spot for fun; here you can enjoy movies with friends

and family. Cinema Astra Multisala is impressive, state-of-the-art and

comes highly recommended for any movie lover. The theater plays, up

and coming movies in English as well as Italian at reasonable prices.

Whether it is a blockbuster or a lesser known film they will find their way

to the Cinema Astra Multisala screen. Feel free to accompany your

experience with popcorn, candy, and refreshments from the snack bar. A

perfect way to spend a lazy evening in Venice; the theater is close by to

many local restaurants and bars in case you get hungry after a show.

 +39 0415 265 736  Via Corfù 12, Veneza

 by Alex Litvin on Unsplash on

Unsplash   

Dante 

"Rare Films for Cinema Lovers"

This used to be the Dopolavoro Ferroviario cinema for people who worked

on the railways, and in a certain sense it still is. The movie theater has

been screening movies since 1920s and continues to delight regular

patrons. The program is now set by a local cinema committee, and tends

to feature rare and unusual films for dedicated film fans. The projection

and sound equipment are excellent and offers a wonderful moving-

viewing experience. Take a break from the commercial cinemas and enjoy

an evening here to appreciate Venice's independent films.

 +39 041 538 1655  Via Sernaglia 12, Veneza
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